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ABSTRACT
There have been a great deal of works on the precision test of the standard
model (SM) because of the incredibly precise data obtained at the LEP and
the new measurements of MW and mt at the Fermilab Tevatron as well as
the recent theoretical progress in the higher order radiative corrections. We
will discuss some of the hidden inputs and theoretical uncertainties involved in
making the predictions of the observables in the SM. From the minimal χ2-fit
to the experimental Z-decay parameters (with the aid of a modified ZFITTER
program) in a scheme whereMZ , Gµ and α(MZ) are taken as inputs, we can
predictMW for given values ofmH andmt. The current world average value
of MW definitely favor nonvanishing electroweak radiative corrections and is
consistent with a heavymt as measured by the recent CDF report but with a
heavy Higgs scalar of about 500 GeV within the context of the minimal SM. The
sensitivity of and the errors in the best fit solutions due to the uncertainties
in the gluonic coupling αs(MZ) and α(MZ) are examined carefully and
any trace of new physics beyond the SM implied by the data, in a particular
Rb and Rc, is also touched upon. In addition we discuss how the future
precision measurements of MW and Z decay parameters can determine the
Higgs boson mass and distinguish the SM with radiative corrections from the
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) and other extended model.
1. Introduction
The discovery 1 of the t-quark presents yet another challenge for the precision
tests of the electroweak standard model of the leptons and colored quarks. Namely,
one can now examine critically the uncertainties in the predicted MW mass and the
Z−decay parameters. Within the framework of the standard model in which Gµ, α
and MZ are taken as input, one can predict MW from the mass relation with the
radiative corrections as well as the Z−decay parameters. Starting with the given
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masses of the quarks, leptons, gauge bosons and Higgs scalar, as well as given gluonic
coupling αs(MZ) and gauge coupling α(MZ), the radiative correction ∆r can be
calculated by including up to the dominant two-loop and QCD-electroweak mixed
terms, which in turn can be used in the W−mass relation to determine MW in a
self-consistent manner. The most important inputs in terms of causing significant
uncertainties to the physical observables such as MW and Z−decay parameters in
this procedure are mt, α(MZ) and αs(MZ). We will discuss some of the hidden
issues of the electroweak precision tests and theoretical uncertainties of the predicted
observables as well as some issues concerning the test of the new physics beyond the
SM. We begin with listing some of the recent experimental and theoretical progress
on the electroweak parameters:
[ 1.] The most recent values 1 of the t-quark mass are mt = 176±8±10 GeV
(CDF) and mt = 199
+19
−21±22 GeV (D0).
[ 2.] The most recent CDF result 2 of the W-boson mass is MW = 80.41±0.18
GeV which together with the D0 and other results makes the ’95 world average 3
MW = 80.26±0.16 GeV.
[ 3.] The improved LEP results 3,4 on Z-decay parameters and MZ .
The experimental precision of the electroweak data has gotten improved steadily
during the past several years. As a representative example, the mass of the Z-boson
is now MZ = 91.1884±0.0022 GeV compared to the ’93 value 91.187±0.007 GeV
and the ’94 value 91.1888±0.0044 GeV. The accuracy of the total and some of
the partial decay widths of the Z-boson is at the level of a few factor of 10−3 so
that not only the quantum electroweak corrections can now be probed but also the
uncertainty in the QED running coupling constant at the Z-boson mass scale is an
appreciable source of the errors in the precision test of the standard and minimally
extended models.
In addition, some of the theoretical progress on the higher order corrections are:
[ 4.] the dominant two-loop corrections 5 of the order O(α2m2t ) to ∆ρ = 1− 1/ρ,
and
[ 5.] the QCD corrections to the leading electroweak one-loop term 5,6 which are
of the orders O(ααsm
2
t ) and O(αα
2
sm
2
t ). This affects the Gµm
2
t term in ∆ρ.
We note however that the higher order QCD effects of O(αα2sm
2
t ) are yet to be
settled unambiguously 6,7.
The W-boson mass relaton will be affected by all these corrections through ∆r.
The total and partial Z-decay widths receive all these corrections through ∆r as
well as the higher order QCD corrections through the QCD factor RQCD , for which
we use the results 8,9 of up to the three-loop order calculations with mass dependent
coefficients.
We would like to present the results of the new fit to the updated 1995 data with
the aid of the appropriately modified ZFITTER program 10 to incorporate these
new experimental and theoretical developments. 11 We examine the uncertainties
in the best fit solutions of the Z-decay parameters and the predicted MW due to
the current errors in αs(MZ) and α(MZ) as well as in mt.
In the analysis we determineMW self-consistently from the W-mass relation that
includes the electroweak radiative corrections (EWRC) for the value of mt covering
the experimental range and fit the LEP data. We will see how stable the predicted
MW is regardless of the exact value of mH in the interesting range of 60 − 1000
GeV. The sensitivity of the EWRC to the exact value ofMW in the standard model
has been studied based on the W -mass formula. 12 Also we will see how sensitive
the precision tests and the mt − mH correlation are to the requirement of self-
consistency in the W-mass relation with the needed EWRC as well as to the errors
in αs(MZ) and α(MZ). We examine critically how consistent the best-fit solutions,
i.e., the minimal χ2 solutions, are with the CDF mt for the best determined values
of αs(MZ) and α
−1(MZ) and what range of the Higgs boson mass and MW are
implied by the best fit solutions as well as by the uncertainties due to the errors in
the strong and QED coupling constants. In addition, we examine the validity of the
QED Born approximation (QBA) 13 in which α(MZ) is used instead of α(0) in the
tree approximation along with the corresponding redefinition of the weak mixing
angle sin2 θ instead of sin2 θW .
The electroweak parameters relevant to the precision tests within the framework
of the SM are introduced in the next Section and the numerical results are presented
in Section 3. Section 4 contains conclusions and remarks on the precision tests of
the SM as well as on the possible indication of new physics beyond the SM that
may be implied by the current precision electroweak data.
2. Electroweak Parameters
It is well known that the charge renormalization in the conventional QED fixes
the counter term by the renormalized vacuum polarization Πˆγ(0) and one can eval-
uate Πˆγ(q2) = Σˆγγ(q2)/q2 from the photon self energy Σˆγγ(q2), for example, by
the dimensional regularization method. This gives at q2 = M2Z the total fermionic
contribution of mf ≤ MZ to the real part ∆α = −ReΠˆγ(M2Z) = 0.05944(65),
which includes both the lepton and quark parts. 14 Here, the quark contribution
to ReΠˆγ(q2) is the hadronic one which can be directly evaluated by dispersion in-
tegral over the measured cross section of e+e− → hadrons. Then, we get from
α(MZ) = α/(1 − ∆α) that α−1(MZ) = 128.89(9) in the on-shell scheme if the
hyperfine structure constant α = e2/4pi = 1/137.0359895(61) is used, which is
The value in agreement with the two most recent calculations. 14,15 The error in
α−1(MZ) is essentially due to the uncertainty in hadronic contribution. The elec-
troweak parameters are evaluated numerically with the hyperfine structure constant
α, the four-fermion coupling constant of µ-decay, Gµ = 1.16639(2)× 10−5 GeV −2,
and Z-mass MZ = 91.1884(22) in the 1995 data fit. Numerical estimate of the full
EWRC requires the mass values of the leptons, quarks, and Higgs scalar besides
these quantities. The minimal χ2-fit to the LEP data will at best give mt − mH
correlation. The best-fit solutions are chosen out of the solution set for (mt, mH)
and MW is determined self-consistently from the W -mass relation with EWRC.
One has in the SM the on-shell relation sin2 θW = 1−M
2
W
M2
Z
, while the four-fermion
coupling constant Gµ can be written as
Gµ =
piα√
2M2W
(
1− M
2
W
M2Z
)−1
(1−∆r)−1 (1)
so that ∆r, representing the radiative corrections, is given by
∆r = 1−
(
37.2802
MW
)2
1
1−M2W /M2Z
. (2)
We note that the radiative correction ∆r is very sensitive to the value ofMW . Mere
change in MW by 0.44% results as much as a 40% change in ∆r. Theoretically, the
radiative correction parameter ∆r within the SM can be written as 16
1−∆r = (1−∆α)(1 + cot2 θW∆ρ)−∆rrem, (3)
where ∆ρ contains one-loop and the leading two-loop irreducible weak and QCD
corrections. Any other corrections than ∆α would represent the genuine electroweak
radiative effects. Main contribution to ∆ρ is from the heavy t-quark through the
mass renormalizations of weak gauge bosons W and Z, while there is a part in
(∆r)rem containing also t-quark and Higgs scalar contributions. Note that the
so-called QBA to ∆r is defined by keeping only the photon vacuum polarization
contribution, ∆α = −ReΠˆγ(M2Z) = 0.05944. We note that ∆α is numerically
the dominant component of the radiative corrections, i.e., with the current world
average value MW = 80.26 GeV, ∆α differs by mere 29% from the needed ∆r that
has to be accounted for by the weak interaction corrections. 12
Starting with the given masses of the quarks, leptons, gauge bosons and Higgs
scalar, as well as given gluonic coupling αs(MZ) and gauge coupling α(MZ), ∆r is
calculated from (3) by including up to the dominant two-loop and QCD-electroweak
mixed terms and then is used to determine MW from the right hand side of (2).
With this new MW , ∆r is calculated again to determine another new MW . This
iteration process is repeated until ∆r converges to within O(10−6). The final output
MW from this iteration procedure is the self-consistent solution of (2) for MW with
the starting set of mt, mH etc. Upon varying mt, this procedure will give the
mt−MW correlation for all other parameters includingmH fixed. We then calculate
the eleven Z-decay parameters, as chosen in Table 1 in the next Section, for the
parameter sets (mt, mH) that determine MW from (2) and search for the minimal
χ2-fit solution to the experimental Z-decay parameters. This procedure selects the
best-fit solution.
The Z-decay parameters are calculated with the gluonic coupling constant in
the range αs(MZ) = 0.123(6) in the QCD correction factor
RQCD = 1 + 1.05
αs
pi
+ 0.9(±0.1)
(αs
pi
)2
− 13.0
(αs
pi
)3
(4)
for the light quarks(u,d,c,s) 8 and in
RQCD = 1 + c1(mb)
αs
pi
+ c2(mt, mb)
(αs
pi
)2
+ c3(mt, mb)
(αs
pi
)3
, (5)
with themb andmt mass dependent coefficients for the b quark.
9 The partial width
for Z → f f¯ is given by
Γf =
Gµ√
2
M3Z
24pi
βRQEDcfRQCD(M
2
Z)
{
[(v¯Zf )
2 + (a¯Zf )
2]
(
1 + 2
m2f
M2Z
)
− 6(a¯Zf )2
m2f
M2Z
}
(6)
where β =
√
1− 4m2f/M2Z , RQED = 1 + 34 αpiQ2f and the color factor cf = 3 for
quarks and 1 for leptons. Here the renormalized vector and axial-vector couplings
are defined by a¯Zf =
√
ρZf 2a
Z
f =
√
ρZf 2I
f
3 and v¯
Z
f = a¯
Z
f [1−4|Qf | sin2 θWκZf ] in terms
of the familiar notations. 10,16,17 Note that ∆α is included in the couplings through
sin2 θW via (1) and (3) and all other non-photonic loop corrections are grouped in ρ
Z
f
and κZf , as in Ref.10 and 18, including the dominant two-loop and QCD-electroweak
terms. Note that the QED loop corrections can unambiguously be separated from
the electroweak loops in the case of neutral current interactions. 16,17 Thus the case
of the QBA can be achieved simply by setting ρZf and κ
Z
f to 1 in the vector and
axial-vector couplings.
3. Numerical Results
The numerical results for the minimal χ2-fits to the updated 1995 LEP data for
eleven Z-decay parameters and theoretically determined MW are given in Table 1.
They are significantly different from the fits 19 to the 1993 data, though similar
to those 11 of the 1994 data except for Rb = R(Γbb¯/Γhad) and Rc = R(Γcc¯/Γhad).
The new values for these parameters are now Rb = 0.2219(17) and Rc = 0.1543(74)
compared to the 1994 values 0.2202(20) and 0.1583(98). They are about 3.5 σ and
2.3 σ away from the SM predictions of the best fit solutions respectively and are
the main source of much larger χ2 values in the case of the 1995 data. There is
however a clear evidence of the full EWRC in each of the eleven Z-parameters. The
best fit solutions to the 1995 data show a stable output MW = 80.29(3) GeV for
mH in the range of 60−1000 GeV, while the χ2 values favor the lower limit of MW
and accordingly lower mt than the CDF value and a lighter mH . In particular the
QBA gives inferior χ2 (=23.0/11) for the 1995 data, which is comparable to the
case (mt = 186 GeV, mH = 1000 GeV). However in the case of QBA one gets MW
= 79.96(9) GeV and ∆r = 0.0596(9) to be compared to MW = 80.29(3) GeV for
mH = 60 - 1000 GeV and ∆r = 0.0390(9) - 0.0423(11), while the required ∆r =
0.0443(102). Also the CDF mt = 176 GeV is a possible output solution with a mH
about 500 GeV among the many possible combinations of (mt, mH). As shown in
Table 1, the best-fit solutions can have errors due to the uncertainty in αs(MZ) : mt
and MW may be shifted by as much as ±5 GeV and ±30 MeV respectively because
of ∆αs = ±0.006. There are additional comparable error due to the uncertainty in
α(MZ) as shown in Table 1: ∆α
−1(MZ) = ±0.09 can cause another ±5 GeV and
±20 MeV respectively in mt and MW .
Though the χ2-values tend to prefer the lower mt and accordingly smaller mH ,
there are infinitly many pairs of (mt, mH) all of which are from a minimal χ
2 and
statistically comparable to each other. In particular the best global fits to the
updated 1995 data give mt = 163 − 187 GeV for mH = 200 − 1000 GeV. Most of
the Z-parameters are stable irrespectively to the uncertainties due to ∆αs and ∆α
and in excellent agreement with the data except Rb and Rc. Even with the mass
dependent QCD factor, there is still about 3.5 σ and 2.3 σ deviations respectively
in Rb and Rc from the experiments irrespectively to the uncertainties in αs(MZ).
6
Most of the χ2 contributions are from Rb and to a lesser degree from Rc and A
0,l
FB.
MW changes with mt for fixed mH from the consistency of the full EWRC and
the central values of the world averageMW and CDFmt are consistent with a Higgs
scalar mass about 1000 GeV, though mH = 100 GeV is within 1 σ because of large
errors in the data. Clearly a better precision measurement of MW is desired to
distinguish different mH . For example, a change of mH by 200 GeV, i.e., from 500
GeV to 300 GeV at mt = 176 GeV, results a change of 44 MeV in MW , i.e., from
80.326 GeV to 80.37 GeV. This in turn will require a precision of 10 GeV or better
in mt from the best-fit solution, which is consistent with the most statistical error
improvement that may be achieved at the Fermilab Tevatron. Present precisions in
the data entail a theoretical uncertainty of about 36 MeV in MW which is about
the overall error improvement expected at LEP-200.
Table 1. Numerical results including full EWRC for eleven experimental parameters of the
Z-decay and MW . Each pair of mt and mH represents the case of the best χ
2- fit to the 1995
LEP data for αs(MZ) = 0.123(6) and α
−1(MZ ) = 128.89(9). The numbers in () represent the
errors due to ∆αs(MZ) = ±0.006 and ∆α
−1(MZ) = ±0.09 respectively.
Experiment Full EW Full EW Full EW Full EW
mt (GeV) 176± 10
+13
−12 186
(4)(4)
(4)(4)
176
(4)(4)
(4)(5)
168
(4)(4)
(4)(5)
146
(5)(5)
(5)(5)
mH (GeV) 60 ≤ mH ≤ 1000 1000 500 300 60
MW (GeV) 80.26± 0.16 80.32
(3)(1)
(3)(2)
80.31
(3)(1)
(3)(2)
80.30
(2)(1)
(3)(2)
80.26
(3)(2)
(2)(1)
ΓZ (MeV) 2496.3± 3.2 2495.7
(2.1)(0.5)
(2.2)(0.6)
2495.9
(1.9)(0.3)
(2.2)(0.6)
2495.8
(1.9)(0.5)
(2.2)(0.7)
2494.4
(2.3)(0.6)
(2.1)(0.6)
σPh (nb) 41.488± 0.12 41.449
(33)(3)
(33)(3)
41.442
(33)(3)
(33)(3)
41.437
(33)(3)
(32)(3)
41.425
(33)(3)
(32)(3)
R(Γhad/Γl¯l) 20.788± 0.032 20.761
(39)(4)
(40)(6)
20.769
(40)(5)
(39)(4)
20.776
(39)(4)
(40)(5)
20.792
(40)(5)
(39)(4)
A0,lFB 0.0172± 0.0012 0.01537
(28)(12)
(27)(12)
0.01540
(27)(7)
(33)(12)
0.01541
(26)(7)
(32)(13)
0.01557
(30)(10)
(24)(10)
Aτ 0.1418± 0.0075 0.1432
(13)(5)
(13)(6) 0.1433
(13)(3)
(15)(6) 0.1433
(13)(4)
(14)(6) 0.1441
(14)(4)
(11)(5)
Ae 0.1390± 0.0089 0.1432
(13)(5)
(13)(6) 0.1433
(13)(3)
(15)(6) 0.1433
(13)(4)
(14)(6) 0.1441
(14)(4)
(11)(5)
R(Γbb¯/Γhad) 0.2219± 0.0017 0.2156
(1)(1)
(1)(1)
0.2159
(1)(1)
(1)(1)
0.2161
(1)(2)
(1)(0)
0.2167
(1)(1)
(1)(1)
R(Γcc¯/Γhad) 0.1543± 0.0074 0.1711
(0)(0)
(0)(0)
0.1710
(1)(0)
(0)(0)
0.1710
(0)(1)
(1)(0)
0.1708
(1)(0)
(0)(1)
A0.bFB 0.0999± 0.0031 0.1003
(9)(4)
(9)(4)
0.1004
(9)(3)
(8)(4)
0.1005
(8)(2)
(9)(5)
0.1010
(10)(4)
(8)(3)
A0.cFB 0.0725± 0.0058 0.0715
(7)(3)
(7)(3)
0.0716
(7)(2)
(8)(3)
0.0716
(7)(2)
(8)(3)
0.0720
(8)(3)
(6)(2)
sin2 θleptoneff 0.2325± 0.0013 0.2324
(1)(1)
(2)(1)
0.2322
(2)(0)
(1)(2)
0.2322
(1)(1)
(2)(1)
0.2319
(1)(0)
(2)(2)
χ2 22.6 20.9 19.9 18.0
∆r 0.0443± 0.0102 0.0390
(16)(9)
(16)(9) 0.0396
(19)(12)
(16)(9) 0.0402
(19)(12)
(15)(8) 0.0423
(14)(11)
(18)(11)
4. Conclusions and Remarks
We have examined the results of the minimal χ2-fits to the precision measure-
ments of the Z-decay parameters at LEP with the aid of a modified ZFITTER
program containing the full one-loop and dominant two-loop EWRC. While the
result of QBA might appear to be in agreement with the 1993 data within 2σ level
of accuracy 19,20, the new world average value of MW and updated 1995 LEP data
definitely disfavor the QBA, even though it may seem that the χ2 value of the QBA
is similar to the case of (mt = 186 GeV, mH = 1000 GeV) in Table 1. This is
because the origin of the large χ2 is fundamentally different in two cases: in the
latter case, it is mainly due to the large deviation of the predicted Rb from the
experimental value, while in QBA it is due to uniform deviation of all Z-decay
parameters from experiments, i.e., the total χ2 for the 10 parameters other than
Rb in Table 1 is 10.25 and 17.71 respectively. Thus the 1995 data support for the
non-vanishing electroweak radiative corrections, while the large σ of Rb may be the
signal for the existence of new physics effect beyond those of the SM. In addition,
the CDF mt is a solution of the minimal χ
2-fits to the 1995 data with a Higgs
scalar mass about 500 GeV. However this mt value can be shifted by as much as 6.4
GeV due to the overall uncertainties in αs(MZ) and α(MZ) for the moment and
accordingly mH ranging 320−780 GeV. Further precision measurement of MW can
provide a real test of the standard model as it will give a tight constraint for the
needed amount of the EWRC and can provide a profound implication for the mass
of t-quark and Higgs scalar. The best-fit solutions within the context of the SM
give MW = 80.29(3) GeV for the CDF range of mt and mH = 60 - 1000 GeV. This
can be shifted by another 33 MeV due to the errors of αs(MZ) and α
−1(MZ). If
MW is determined to within a 30 MeV uncertainty, ∆r within the context of the
SM will be tightly constrained to distinguish the radiative corrections and the χ2-fit
to the Z−decay data with the 1995 accuracy can discriminate the mass range of
the t-quark and Higgs scalar within 8 GeV and 200 GeV respectively, providing a
crucial test for and even the need of new physics beyond the standard model. If
MW is determined to be larger than 80.32 GeV with better than a 30 MeV accuracy
by the future precision measurements (perhaps reachable at LHC), this would be a
definite sign for new physics beyond the SM.
The Rb excess at 3.5σ and also at a lesser 2.3σ Rc deficiency of the cc¯ branching
ratio may be the signal of new physics from LEP as we mentioned above. In fact,
if we set
Rq = R
SM
q (1 + δq), (q = b, c) (7)
we find δb = 0.0273 ± 0.0079 and δc = −0.0977 ± 0.0433, which are stable with re-
spect to the uncertainties in αs and α as one can see from Table 1. Other authors
21
have noted also that it is impossible to explain Rb and Rc with αs consistent with
low energy determinations without introducing new physics corrections to all Zqq¯
couplings. There have been many attempts to explain the Rb excess by invoking
new physics ingredients beyond the SM. One of the most popular scheme is to use
the minimally extended supersymmetric standard model 22 which can give addi-
tional contributions to δb from the extra supersymmetric particles. In such scheme,
one needs either a light higgsino-like chargino and a light supersymmetric partner
of the top quark, t˜, for small tan β or a Higgs pseudoscalar with mass smaller than
MZ when tan β ≫ 1. Another suggested scenario is to use the extended technicolor
model (ETC) 23 which has additional technicolor interactions among top quarks
and techniq uarks. Simple ETC models in which the ETC and weak gauge groups
commute give a 5 to 20 % contribution depending on the value of mt to δb but
with an opposite sign. The diagonal techni-neutral ETC bosons can raise Rb but
at the expense of introducing large isospin violation, thus causing a unacceptably
large oblique parameter T . An alternative to the simple ETC model has been pro-
posed by relaxing the commutativity of the ETC and electroweak gauge groups. 23
One can achieve the allowed value of Rb by tuning the additional contribution to
the Zbb¯ vertex from ZZ ′ mixing which are similar in magnitude and opposite in
sign to those of the ETC boson exchanges that generate the top quark mass. The
phenomenological consequences of this model however are not fully understood.
Finally the indirect bound of the Higgs boson mass has been studied by several
authors in MSSM. From a global fit to precision electroweak data, Ellis et al 24
estimate 50 < mH < 124 GeV for mt = 172 GeV at 36% probability, while Erler
and Langacker 25 state 60 < mH < 150 GeV leading to mt = 169± 7 +4−3 GeV. On
the other hand, we find from our global fit 26 that an SM-type mH is preferred to an
MSSM-type Higgs mass within 1σ formt = 176±13 GeV but ifmt is allowed to vary
free, it is difficult to distinguish the two types of the Higgs boson as 60 < mH < 182
GeV for 135 < mt < 162 GeV within 1σ.
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